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PEACEBUILDING AND RiSC

ELEMENTS OF A SCOTTISH MODEL FOR RESTORATIVE PRACTICES IN SERIOUS CRIME
Bill Whyte and Niall Kearney
THIS PAPER provides an overview of elements for
consideration in the development of restorative justice
in Scotland arising from an action research initiative, RiSC
(Restoration in Serious Crime), based at the University of
Edinburgh between 2012-2016. Our aim was to develop a
practice model drawing on restorative practice values and
principles, that addresses the harm caused in serious crime
resulting in death or serious injury in which those involved
know each other.
The initiative was intended to be ‘sympathetic’ to ideas
of peacemaking (as opposed to forgiveness) implicit in the
Scottish tradition of ‘assythment’ (only abolished in 1976)
where personal ‘satisfaction’ could be sought, even for
homicide, alongside or instead of public justice.
RiSC was victim-led, building on the experience of
the Sacro’s TASC project (Talk After Severe Crime) which
demonstrated ‘proof of concept’ that provision based on
restorative principles can be used post sentencing for the
benefit of those harmed (victims) and those responsible, in
cases of severe violent crime (Kearney, 2005). TASC was a
reactive intervention that required people concerned to ask
to participate; the RiSC initiative was a proactive outreach. A
primary consideration throughout the process was the interests
and needs of the victim, repairing the harm done to the victim
and avoiding further harm (European Parliament and Council,
2012).
Case summaries
RiSC focused initially on a case in which a young driver
was sentenced to a relatively short period of imprisonment
for causing the death of a passenger in a car accident. Both
the driver and deceased were known to each other. The
comparatively short sentence and the fact that those involved
knew each other were factors which highlighted the case for
consideration of suitability for the project. After this initial case
was successfully completed within seven months and the basis
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of a practice model developed, outreach was then made to
those bereaved in a similar incident with a view to testing the
model further. The second case was more complex in that there
were multiple deceased persons and one person responsible,
all of whom knew each other.
Benefits of restorative provision in severe crime.
Research highlights a key principle that restorative practices
in criminal justice are best applied where there is significant
harm, and suggests positive benefits for those who participate,
including the need of those harmed to obtain information
about the crime and the person responsible, and for all parties
to move towards emotional ‘closure’ and peace-making (see
Rugge and Scott, 2009). Despite this evidence, commentators
have suggested that current provision struggles to meet the
medium to long term complex emotional needs of people
affected by crime related death (Paterson et al, 2005).

A primary consideration throughout
the process was the interests and
needs of the victim
The reality is that, other than for young people, restorative
practice has remained a small scale, low tariff operation
available on a limited basis in a number of urban parts of
Scotland as part of diversion from prosecution. The RiSC
initiative attempted to develop a practice model that would
make the benefits of restorative practices more accessible post
sentencing.
The value of collaboration
There were two crucial questions early in each case for
which collaboration was essential. Are those bereaved in an
emotional state to be safely approached about participating in
RISC? From all the agencies connected to the bereaved, which
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one was best placed to make an initial approach? The aim was
to capitalise on the genuine concern of a number of agencies
for the welfare of those bereaved but were unable to address,
because of their role, the emotional harm of the loss. Sacro was
central in enabling RiSC to think through such crucial questions
from the outset and find solutions. Also, in the first case, Victim
Support Scotland, confirmed that they had no involvement
indicating that those bereaved had no formal support at all.
In the first case, Police Scotland made the initial outreach;
in the second, it was the local secondary school. Interestingly,
with the growing awareness in Police Scotland and the Scottish
Prison Service about restorative practices, and also the regular
use of restorative approaches in Scottish schools, we found
that we were pushing at an open door: staff immediately
understood and were able to communicate the potential
benefits of RISC in their initial approach. This experience was
repeated when we came to considering who was best placed to
make an initial approach to the person responsible: in the first
case it was the Scottish Prison Service; in the second it was the
local authority social work department. (For reasons beyond
the control of the RISC team, the second case proceeded no
further than initial contact with one of the bereaved parents).
Peacemaking and Safety
Official statistics record the annual number of road deaths
in Scotland but not if those involved knew each other. Using
figures on sudden death/suicide as a proxy, we can expect
between 6 to 60 people to be directly affected by each death
(Public Health England, 2017).
In the first case, a major focus became the wider social
network of both the deceased victim and the convicted person.
Mothers emerged as important motivators in the ripple of
change effected by the work. In this first case, the mother of the
deceased was clear that:
“We didnae ken what we were meant to do [ …].we should
have got some help”; and that they were: “a lot better from
talking [ …] if it wisnae for (RiSC) I dinnae ken where we would
be [ …] We don’t want another family going through what we
went through”, and that they wanted the perpetrator to hear:
“Look what you’ve done to my family”.
The mother of the convicted person was equally clear that:
“Although he may not necessarily acknowledge this himself
right now, giving him the encouragement to deal with difficult
things head on hopefully stands him on good stead for the
future [ …] I can now see that the system did nothing at all to
support us when trying to cope with the aftermath [ …] and
worry for the people who do not have a strong family network
to support them through the very difficult months/years
ahead.”
In the second case, a bereaved parent simply wanted to
hear the person responsible, who had been a regular visitor to
her home before the incident, to apologise for what happened.
In addition, the local school community, both children and
parents, was still affected by the incident three years later and
teachers expressed concerns about the emotional welfare of
bereaved siblings still at school.
Drawing on the principle of ‘ do no harm’, safety of the
participants and the restorative workers was a corner stone
of the RiSC. As well as the collaboration needed to determine
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and manage risks, the worker needs to have sufficient training
and experience to evidence the necessary knowledge and
skills to create a safe place, and have access to regular practice
supervision, in accord with best practice guidance (Scottish
Government, 2008).
Conclusion
Implications for restorative practice where serious crime
and/or death is involved.
 what funding arrangements would support this intensive,
skilled work when the need arises only periodically; should
it be like the curator ad litem or safeguarder system where
someone is appointed as needed?
 given the cross-cutting nature of the work, and
acknowledging the growth in awareness among statutory
agencies of the benefits of restorative practices, how
might the issue of ‘ownership’ and accountability for
restorative work be resolved: should a multidisciplinary
body of relevant stakeholders be established to co-ordinate
provision?
 considering the nature of the provision and its links to
justice, health (including mental health and priority access
to counselling for participants, if required) ) and community
services, what skill set, training provision and ongoing
supervision structure would best support this level of
work and who is best placed to oversee the selection and
recruitment of people to provide it?
 given the weight of evidence on the benefits of restorative
practices in cases of severe crime, what are the next
steps for the development and evaluation of a restorative
provision that is more accessible for people harmed by such
tragic loss in Scotland?
RiSC contains the seeds of a positive way forward for
restorative justice in Scotland that directs resources where
the need and harm are greatest and draws on the ancient
principles of assythment and peacemaking. Working at this
level within a post sentencing, victim-led context requires
strong partnership working across a range of agencies to
ensure everyone’s safety and to deliver benefit.

Professor Bill Whyte, Edinburgh University, RiSC
supervisor.
Niall Kearney, Restorative Justice Tutor, Strathclyde
University, RiSC lead.
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Foundation Skills
in Restorative Practices
Intensive Course
Course leader:

Tim Chapman
(University of Ulster; Chair, European
Forum for Restorative Justice).

“This is, in my opinion, one of the best and
most serious and comprehensive course there
is for Restorative Justice Practitioners in Europe,
if not the world, today.”
Dr Estelle Zinsstag, Senior Researcher, University (K.U.) Leuven, Belgium

5-9 June 2017

“The course was great! I really enjoyed the
creative culture of learning. It has been a really
worthwhile experience.”

University of Strathclyde
https://goo.gl/delDy0

Ella Brown, Criminal Justice Social Worker, North Lanarkshire

“I consider Tim Chapman to be the best
educator in his field and cannot recommend
him highly enough.”
Martina Jordan Restorative Practitioner & Trainer

PUBLIC DIALOGUES ON
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
20 April 2017

Edinburgh

RJ and desistance

15 June 2017

Glasgow

RJ and homicide

October (tbc)

Day conferences

Further events to be announced.
www.scottishinsight.ac.uk/Programmes/Learningfromotherplaces/RestorativeJustice.aspx
To join the Restorative Justice Forum (Scotland) or be
added to the mailing list, contact rsuszko@sacro.org.uk
@RJinScot #RJinScotland

